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Chapterr  5 

Eventt  Selection and Cross Section Results 

Att LEP2 many processes generate final states that are observed with the L3 detector. In 
Figuree 5.1 the calculated Standard Model cross sections of some of these processes are shown 
ass a function of \ / i , the total energy in the center-of-mass system. Clearly it is important 
too select W+W~ events with a high efficiency while at the same time rejecting most of the 
eventss coming from other final states, which are background for W-physics purposes. As 
thee W+W~ event signatures are dependent on the decay modes of both W bosons the event 
selectionn is different for the following cases: 

 both W bosons decay to a charged lepton and a neutrino or anti-neutrino (leptonic 
decayy mode); 

 one W boson decays to a quark and an anti-quark, the other to a charged lepton and a 
neutrinoo or anti-neutrino (semi-leptonic decay mode); 

 both W bosons decay to a quark and an anti-quark (hadronic decay mode). 

Forr the event selection the emphasis of this thesis is on the latter, the fully hadronic, 
decayy mode. The analysis of the data taken at y/s = 189 GeV is presented in detail, for the 
dataa taken earlier the results are given. 

5.11 Introductio n 

Forr the case where both W bosons decay to a quark-anti-quark pair, the experimental sig-
naturee of the event is the observation of four hadronic jets, in general well separated. As 
discussedd in Chapter 4, the jets can be combined to form two jet pairs with each a dijet mass 
approximatelyy equal to the W boson mass. The main backgrounds are the processes e+e~—
qq,, e+e~ — ZZ, and the W+W~ events in which one of the W's decays to a lepton and an 
anti-neutrino. . 
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Figuree 5.1: The Standard Model predictions for the W+W~ , qq and ZZ cross sections as a 
functionfunction of the center of mass energy y/s. 

Thee process e+e~—> qq can be split into a "high energy" and a "radiative return" class. 
Inn the latter case an initial state radiation photon is emitted with an energy such that the Z in 
thee intermediate state is on or near its mass shell, therefore enhancing the production cross 
sectionn considerably. An e+e~—> qq event from either class can be mistaken for a four jet 
eventt as gluon radiation, initial state radiation and/or misreconstruction can form or fake 
thee third and fourth jet. As can be seen in Figure 5.1, and taking into the account the fully 
hadronicc W+W" branching fraction given in Chapter 2, the cross section for e+e"—  qq is 
significantlyy larger than the cross section for e+e~ —> W+ W~ —> qqqq. At the W production 
thresholdd it is in fact larger by two orders of magnitude. A powerful way of rejecting this 
backgroundd is therefore important. 

Forr the process e+e"—> ZZ the situation is different. The signature for ZZ events where 
bothh Z's decay to hadrons is similar to the W+W" signature, making it very difficult to 
efficientlyy reject this background without cutting too much of the signal away. Fortunately 
thee cross section for this process is small compared to the signal cross section, and although 
thee ZZ cross section rises with y/s the qq background will remain dominant. 

Thee background from non-four jet W+W~ events arises mostly from events where one 
off  the W bosons decays into TVT and the other one into a quark-anti-quark pair. In these 
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5.2.. Selection 

casess two genuine jets exist from one W, and the lepton can be interpreted as a third. A hard 
gluonn radiated from one of the quarks or misreconstruction can then fake a fourth jet. The 
acceptedd background due to these events is small, but as the cross section is proportional to 
thee signal cross section the fraction of accepted events with respect to the signal will remain 
roughlyy constant with y/s. 

Otherr possible background sources can be distinguished from the signal rather well and 
aree rejected almost completely. The largest remaining background contribution arises from 
soo called two photon events, where the initial state electron and positron both radiate a vir-
tuall  photon. These photons subsequently collide and form hadrons which can be detected. 
Usuallyy the final state electron and positron have a low angle with respect to the beam pipe, 
andd the total invariant mass of the final state hadrons is of the order of a few GeV. These 
eventss therefore have a signature rather different from the signal, but as the cross section of 
thiss process is several orders of magnitude larger than the signal cross section, a few events 
couldd eventually pass the selection criteria. 

Thee event selection is focused on the rejection of the dominant background source, qq 
events.. For optimal performance the selection is done in two steps. First, a loose selection 
iss applied to obtain a set of promising four jet candidates. In this phase the events clearly 
incompatiblee with a hadronic four jet structure are rejected, while almost all the signal is 
preserved.. Next, a neural network trained to separate qq events and W+W" events is used 
forr the final selection. 

5.22 Selection 

Too obtain a sample of good W+W~ candidates a selection is performed using the variables 
describedd in Chapter 4. In Figure 5.2 the y/s = 189 GeV data and corresponding Monte 
Carloo expectations are plotted for the important quantities used in the selection. The follow-
ingg cuts are applied: 

 Eyia/y/s > 0.7. The visible energy of the signal events is expected to be around y/s. 
Thiss cut suppresses events from background sources where energy is lost, such as two 
photonn or "radiative return" events, as well as detector noise. 

 Cluster multiplicity > 30. Many background processes have a multiplicity much lower 
thann expected for the signal, as the fragmentation of four quarks produces many parti-
cless scattered through phase space. Almost all signal events pass this criterion, whereas 
backgroundd from processes like e+e~ —> e+e~ is practically completely removed. As 
cann be seen in Figure 5.2c the multiplicity in the Monte Carlo is shifted with respect to 
thee multiplicity in the data. This problem is related to the behavior of electromagnetic 
clusterss with relatively low energy, which is not well simulated. Possible systematic 
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Figuree 5.2: The data collected in 1998 and corresponding Monte Carlo expectations for 
variablesvariables used in the preselection. All cuts except the one on the variable shown have been 
applied.applied. The dots denote the data, the open histogram represents the total Monte Carlo 
expectationexpectation and the hatched histogram the sum of the background Monte Carlo expectations. 
ShownShown is respectively the visible energy scaled to *Js (a), the longitudinal energy (b), the 
clustercluster multiplicity (c), the maximum energy deposition of a cluster in the BGO part of the 
ECALECAL (d), the maximum energy fraction of a jet contained in a single cluster (e) and the 
logarithmlogarithm of the jet resolution parameter y34 (f). 
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errorss due to this shift are expected to be small as this cut is effective mainly for back-
groundd sources with a typical number of clusters much smaller than the cut value, 
whereass the typical multiplicity for the signal is much larger. 

•• l̂ ioogl/jS'vis < 0.25. Requiring a low value for the longitudinal energy imbalance 
selectss balanced events. As most signal events are balanced events without missing 
energyy this cut rejects almost no signal. The signal events that are rejected are mostly 
eventss where a jet is missing in the beam pipe. Background events are much more 
likelyy to miss energy in the forward or backward direction. For instance,, events with a 
radiativee return to the Z° often have a high energy photon lost in the beam pipe, while 
twoo photon events usually have an electron and/or positron with a low angle. 

•• 3/34 > 0.001. As explained in Chapter 4, this criterion selects events with a four jet like 
topology. . 

•• max {EBGO) < 45 GeV. For a small fraction of the "radiative return" events the radi
atedd photon is emitted with an angle to the beam pipe sufficiently large to be measured 
withh the L3 detector. In the reconstruction of such an event, the photon, typically with 
aa high energy, can be interpreted as an additional jet. To prevent this, events where a 
singlee cluster has a sizable energy deposition in the BGO part of the electromagnetic 
calorimeterr are rejected. 

•• max (^ASRc/^jet) < 0.8. If more than 80% of the energy of any jet is contained in 
aa single cluster the event is rejected. Usually this type of jets are formed by a lower 
energyy initial state radiation photon that passed the cut on the maximum BGO energy. 

•• max \pp\ < 20 GeV, where p  ̂ is the momentum of a muon in the event. This cut 
mainlyy rejects W+W~ events where one of the W's decays to a muon and a muon 
(anti-)neutrino,, or events where one of the W's decays to a tau and a tau neutrino and 
thee tau decays to a muon and two neutrinos. 

•• Noise rejection. Occasionally correlated noise in the hadronic calorimeter may be 
seriouss enough to fake a four jet event. As this HCAL noise is uncorrected with other 
detectorr elements these events can be rejected by requiring at least ten good tracks 
(ATRK's)) in the TEC. For events with exactly zero good tracks it is assumed the TEC 
iss switched off and the noise rejection criterion is replaced by the requirement that the 
totall energy deposition in the BGO barrel exceeds 20 GeV. 

Thee efficiency of the preselection for the signal and various background sources is given 
inn Table 5.1. For the background the accepted cross section that is expected from the Stan
dardd Model is also given. 
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W+W"" -» qqqq 
W+W-- T4 qqqq 

qqq background 

ZZZ background 

twoo photon background 

efficiencyy (%) 

92.3 3 

2.0 0 
4.2 2 
40.4 4 

99 x 10"4 

Acceptedd cross section (pb) 

0.18 8 

4.13 3 

0.39 9 
0.04 4 

Tablee 5.1: Preselection efficiency and accepted background cross section for signal and back-
groundground Monte Carlo for y/s = 189 GeV. 
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Figuree 5.3: Schematic layout of a three layer, feed forward neural network with one output 
node.node. The values of the input nodes are denoted by xk, the values of the nodes in the hidden 
layerlayer by hj while the final value for the output node is nnout. The weights of the connections 
betweenbetween the input and hidden layers are denoted by Wjk and those of the connections between 
thethe hidden layer and the output node by Wj. 

5.33 Neural Network 

Ass can be seen in Figure 5.2, there is no single variable which provides satisfactory sepa-
rationn between signal and background. As also many of the variables which can be used 
aree correlated, it seems natural to exploit these correlations by using a multidimensional dis-
criminatorr function d = d(x;p). Here x denotes a vector of input variables and pa vector 
off  parameters which can be optimized to obtain good separation. In this analysis a function 
likee this has been constructed using a neural network. 

AA simple neural network, similar to the one used, can be visualized by the architecture 
shownn in Figure 5.3. Here the lowest layer of nodes represents the input parameters chosen 
too separate the signal from the background. For each input parameter k a value xk between 
zeroo and one is calculated. These values are then used to calculate function values hj for the 
nodess in the middle, hidden, layer. The neural net output nn^t is subsequently calculated 
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Figuree 5.4: Neural net activation function g(z) = [1 + exp (-2z)} l. The characteristic 
sigmoidsigmoid shape is visible, the function g(z) is only sensitive to the value of z for small values 
off  1*1. 

fromm the nodes in the hidden layer. This type of neural net is called a three layer, feed forward 
neurall  network with a single output node. 

Too calculate the function value of a node from the values xk of the layer below a single 
parameterr z is first calculated using the formula z = £*  wkxk + 6. The value of the node is 
thenn obtained using the "neural activation function" g(z) = [1 + exp(—2z)\ ~ . This function 
hass a characteristic sigmoid shape, as shown in Figure 5.4, and is responsible for the non-
linearr response of the network. In these formulas wk denotes the weights with which the 
inputt values are combined, while 6 shifts the resulting sum to keep the average value of z in 
thee region where the activation function is sensitive. For a neural network of this type with 
NNinin input nodes and Nh hidden nodes the behavior of the total network can be summarized 
inn a single formula: 

nnnnmtmt = g 
'N'Nhh (Nin \ 

1=11=1 \fc=i / 
(5.1) ) 

Heree the weights and offsets between the input and hidden layer are denoted by Wjk and 9j, 
andd those between hidden and output layer are Wj and 6. 

Thee crucial point when using a neural network is to obtain good values for the free 
parameterss in formula 5.1, the weights and offsets. This is done using a sample of simulated 
eventss called the training sample. For these events it is known whether they were generated 
ass signal or as background, so that an error measure can be defined as E«(""ou*,i - U)
Heree the sum is taken over the entire training sample (both signal and background), and the 
targett values U are one for signal events and zero for background events. By minimizing 
thiss error measure with respect to the weights and offsets proper values can be obtained. 
Theree are many algorithms available for this minimization. To obtain the parameters for the 
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neurall  network used in this thesis a so called back-propagation algorithm has been used, as 
implementedd in the JETNET package [98]. 

Thee Neural Net Input Variables 

Forr this analysis a neural network with three layers has been chosen. The input variables 
thatt were chosen are listed below, and a plot with data and Monte Carlo expectations for the 
variabless that were not yet shown can be found in Figure 5.5. Note that for the calculation of 
xxkk the input variables have, where necessary, been rescaled to fall in the range [0,1]. 

Sphericity.. As described in Chapter 4, this event shape variable characterizes how 
sphericall  the event is. The background, mainly two jet events, can clearly be seen to 
peakk at low values, while the signal events, with at least four jets, are more spherical. 

•• mwi — mw2- the difference of the two W masses as calculated after a four-constraints 
fit,fit, as explained in Chapter 4. Note that the most energetic jet is by definition included 
inn the first W, which explains why the distribution is not symmetric around zero. The 
asymmetryy is larger for the background, as the energy of the most energetic jet is 
usuallyy higher for the background (see Figure 5.5d). 

•• min (£jet)- The main background essentially has a two-jet topology, but has been 
reconstructedd assuming that there are four jets. This often results in two jets reflecting 
thee original two jets, which have most of the energy, and two lower energy jets due 
too misreconstruction or a hard fragmentation. The energy of the least energetic jet is 
thereforee in general lower for the background than for the signal. The energies are 
thosee calculated after a four-constraints fit. 

maxx (Ejet)- For similar reasons as for the least energetic jet, the energy of the most 
energeticc jet is a variable with a good separating power between signal and background 
andd is thus used as an input variable for the neural net, 

minn (0jet-jet). The fourth jet in a background event will often be a gluon jet. As an 
emittedd gluon typically has a low angle with respect to the original quark the minimum 
anglee between two jets in the event will generally be smaller for background events. 

"̂ hemisphere-- hi this case, the event is reconstructed under the assumption that it is a two-
jett event and consequently the clusters are grouped into two jets. If the assumption is 
correctt the event should have two narrow, low mass jets, while for a signal event the 
fourr jet structure of the event will result in two broad, high mass jets. The average of 
thee two jet masses is therefore a good discriminating variable. This average mass can 
bee interpreted as the average hemisphere mass. 
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•• l°g (2/34)- As can be seen in Figure 5.2, the jet resolution parameter y  ̂ provides a 
goodd separation between signal and background. 

Mostt input variables exploit the difference between the true four jet topology of die signal 
andd die underlying two jet structure of most background. The only exception to tiiis is die 
masss difference of the two assumed W bosons. For this reason it is understandable that the 
neurall network will not be able to distinguish ZZ events from W+W~ events if both Z°*s 
decayy to quarks: the event has a true four jet structure, and both reconstructed bosons have, 
withinn the experimental resolution, the same mass. As in any case, up to yfs = 189 GeV, the 
qqq background is dominant, no attempt has been made to improve on this situation. 

Notee mat the sum of the reconstructed masses has not been used as a neural net input 
variable.. Although this would have added some separating power between W+W~ events 
andd ZZ events as well as two jet background the resulting gain is relatively small. At the same 
timee the selection would have become explicitly dependent on the W mass. This could lead 
too an undesired systematic error for the cross section measurement as well as complications 
whenn the W mass will be fitted using the selected events. 

5.3.11 Trainin g the Neural Network 

Ass mentioned above, the neural net used for die final event selection is a three layer neu
rall network as described by equation 5.1, where the desired output is one for signal events 
andd zero for background events. As the training is focused on the dominant two jet back
ground,, the training sample consists of a mixture of background e+e~—*  qq and signal 
e+e~—•• W+W~ —• qqqq Monte Carlo events. A total of 3 x 106 qq and 1.3 x 105 sig
nall events are available. Only half of these events have been used in the training of the 
neurall network. This is necessary to be able to test die so called generalization performance 
off the neural net: the ability to distinguish signal and background on an independent sample, 
i.e.. a sample that has not been used in he training. The importance of this generalization 
performancee can be understood by looking at the large number of free parameters in formula 
5.1:: a neural network with seven input nodes and ten nodes in the hidden layer has a total of 
911 free parameters to be determined. Especially with a small training sample, or a training 
samplee containing only a small number of events that are difficult to classify, die risk exists 
matt die network focuses on accidental features of die training patterns. As this so called 
overlearningg could lead to an overly optimistic estimate of the performance, it is important 
too determine efficiencies and purities from an independent sample. 

Thee training is performed in an iterative procedure in which die total training sample is 
usedd many times by die package performing die minimization, in diis case JETNET. The 
numberr of cycles through die training sample is called die number of epochs. During die 
trainingg die performance of die neural net can be monitored. Here die performance is char
acterizedd by \fëü, die square root of die final selection efficiency e for signal events times 
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Figuree 5.5: The data collected at y/s = 189 GeV and corresponding Monte Carlo expecta-
tionstions for variables used as input for the neural network. All cuts have been applied. The 
dotsdots denote the data, the open histogram represents the total Monte Carlo expectation and 
thethe hatched histogram the sum of the background Monte Carlo expectations. Shown are re-
spectivelyspectively the sphericity (a), mass difference between the two reconstructed W masses (b), 
energyenergy of the least energetic jet (c), energy of the most energetic jet (d), minimum angle 
betweenbetween two jets (e) and the average mass of the two jets if the event is forced into two jets 

(f)-(f)-
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Figuree 5.6: Neural net performance as a function of the number of epochs the network has 
beenbeen trained (a) and as a function of the number of hidden nodes (b). The error bars on the 
rightright picture are due to unite Monte Carlo statistics, and are correlated as the same Monte 
CarloCarlo samples have been used to determine the performance for each number of hidden 
nodes. nodes. 

thee fraction of all selected events that are signal events, the purity ir. As this number is, in 
goodd approximation, inversely proportional to the expected statistical error of a cross section 
measurement,, it is a convenient way to express the performance in a single number. An 
examplee of the performance of the neural network used for this analysis as a function of the 
epochh number is shown in Figure 5.6a. The performance of the training and of the testing 
samplee are both shown. At first, the performance of both samples improves with the epoch 
number:: the network is being trained. Then the performance can be seen to stabilize when 
thee optimal configuration has been found. Also, it is clear that the training sample is large 
enoughh to prevent overlearning: the performance of the training and testing sample is, within 
thee statistical precision, identical. 

Inn Figure 5.6b the final performance, after sufficient training, is plotted as a function of 
thee number of hidden nodes. As it is clear that adding more than seven hidden nodes is no 
longerr useful, the number of hidden nodes for the net used in the analysis has been fixed at 
seven. . 

5.44 Results and Cross Section Determination 

Thee most straightforward way to determine the signal cross section would be to cut on the 
neurall  net output nnmt. However, this way not all available information is exploited: events 
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withh a neural net output close to one have a much higher purity than events that just pass the 
cut,, and should therefore get more weight in the determination of the W+W~ cross section 
too obtain a better statistical sensitivity. The method chosen is to perform a fit to the full 
neurall  net output spectrum, i.e. to determine for which value of the signal cross section the 
predictedd neural net output spectrum agrees best with the data. The exact procedure followed 
iss described in [99,100] and summarized below. 

5.4.11 Fittin g Method 

Firstt the shape of the neural net output is determined for the signal and various backgrounds. 
Forr this purpose, the neural net output spectrum is divided in iV6 bins, giving dt data events 
perr bin i. For the signal and background Monte Carlos sample the number of events per bin 
iss aji for Monte Carlo sample j . As the total luminosity L and the selection efficiency €_, are 
known,, the expected number of events n*  in each bin can be calculated using 

NMCNMC a-
rii=Y,rii=Y,  LtjaJ — > (5-2) 

j=ij=i  si 

wheree the sum extends over the number of Monte Carlo samples NMC, and a3 is the cross 
sectionn of the corresponding process j . Here s3- is the sum of the events in Monte Carlo 
samplee j , i.e. Sj = X)^bi  aji-  The probability P(di) to measure d{ events when n*  events are 
expectedd is given by Poisson statistics: 

P{di)P{di) =  e~ni%- ( 5 3 ) 

Usingg equation 5.3 and omitting the constant factorials, the log likelihood £ can be written 
as s 

NNb b 

logg C = YHA log rii  - m). (5.4) 
i=l i=l 

Ass the rii  are a linear sum of the cross sections (T3- of the various Monte Carlo processes 
onee wants to measure, the cross sections can be obtained by maximizing the likelihood of 
equationn 5.4 with respect to the ajt thus performing a standard binned log likelihood fit. The 
errorss on the cross sections can as usual be found by looking at the contour |£(CTJ) - Cmax \ = 
0.5,, where ^ is the value of the likelihood evaluated at the point where it is maximal. This 
explainss why the logarithm of d{\ can be left out of equation 5.4, as mis term does not depend 
onn the cross sections one wants to measure it will not influence the shape of the likelihood 
curve. . 

Ass the maximization cannot be performed analytically, a numerical procedure has to be 
followed.. Often the MINUIT package [96] is used, giving fast and reliable estimates for the 
crosss sections that are to be determined and their errors. 
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However,, a drawback of the use of likelihood 5.4 is that it implicitly assumes that the 
Montee Carlo samples used are of infinite size, as otherwise the statistical fluctuations on 
thee ratio aji/sj need to be taken into account. Since the size of the Monte Carlo samples 
actuallyy used are too small to justify this assumption, the method has to be modified. This 
cann be achieved by observing that the numbers â  are nothing else but stochastic variables, 
dependingg on the expected number of Monte Carlo events in a particular bin. It is this, 
unknown,, number of expected events Aji that should be used in formula 5.2: 

WW = £ L e i 0 ^ , (5.5) 

withh Sj = £ilbi Aji. If Aji « Sj it can be assumed safely that the aji are generated from 
aa Poisson distribution with mean Aji. The improved log likelihood, again leaving out the 
constantt factorials, can then be written as 

NNbb Nb NMC 

logCC = Y,{di log Ni - Ni) + £ £ (aji log Ajt - Aji). (5.6) 
i = ll  i= l j=l 

Thiss likelihood now depends not only on the cross sections <Tj, but also on the Aji. This 
meanss that to obtain values for the cross sections, the likelihood 5.6 has to be maximized 
withh respect to TVMC • (-N& + 1) unknowns. This is obviously a more complicated task as the 
justt JVMC-dimensional maximization necessary when using the likelihood from formula 5.4. 
Ass it turns out, however, the problem can be simplified considerably [99]. When a numerical 
maximizationn with respect to the iVMC cross sections Oj is performed, for which one can 
againn use the MINUTT package, the values for Aji that maximize equation 5.6 for a given 
sett of Oj can quickly be found. This can be seen by taking the derivative of equation 5.6 
withh respect to the Aji and setting all derivatives to zero, giving 7VMc • AT& equations. When 
substituting g 

di di 
*,, = 1 - ^ (5.7) 

thiss gives thee equations 

11 + l^jCjüjibj  Xi 

Thiss is a considerable simplification as the ATMC • N(, unknowns Aji can be calculated from 
justt Nb unknowns Xi. The xt can be calculated by combining the equations 5.5, 5.7 and 5.8 
too form 

_d_d}}__ = £ Le,a,ö a)t y . ^ 
•tt «E* j=i J- i *-£j&j&j  ajiXi 

Ass the equations 5.9 are just Nb uncoupled equations which can easily be solved numerically, 
valuess for the Xj can be found, which in turn give values for all Aji using equation 5.8. 

Thiss method has been implemented in the HBOOK package [100], which is the package 
usedd for this analysis. 
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5.4.22 Results 

Forr this analysis the backgrounds taken into account are, as mentioned before, the qq back-
ground,, the ZZ background, the background from W+W~ events decaying to different final 
statess and the two photon events. For the last three background sources, the values for the 
crosss sections are not determined from the data but are fixed at their Standard Model expecta-
tionn values. For the largest, qq, background, this is not done: it is determined simultaneously 
withh the signal cross section from the neural net output spectrum. This is done as it is known 
fromm LEP1 that the number of four jet events predicted by the qq Monte Carlo is not in sat-
isfactoryy agreement with the number observed in the data. By leaving the qq cross section 
freee in the analysis, the dependence on the four jet cross section is diminished. 

Thee results of the fits with the statistical errors are given in Table 5.2. For comparison 
thee Standard Model expectation values are listed for the qq background. 

Energy y 

y/sy/s = 161 GeV 

y/sy/s = 172 GeV 

y/sy/s = 183 GeV 

y/sy/s = 189 GeV 

Process s 

qqqqq signal 

qqq background 

qqqqq signal 

qqq background 

qqqqq signal 

qqq background 

qqqqq signal 

qqq background 

Crosss Section 
Measured d 

0.981855 Pb 
1421111 pb 

5.4812:1!!  Pb 

1281}?? pb 
8.355  0.46 pb 

1055  6 pb 

7.400  0.26 pb 

b b 

Standardd Model 

1477 pb 

1211 pb 

1077 pb 

988 pb 

Tablee 5.2: Cross sections obtained by the fit for signal and qq background and their statistical 
error,error, for the data taken at y/s — 161 - 189 GeV. For the background the Standard Model 
expectationexpectation value is also given. The statistical error includes the uncertainty due to unite 
MonteMonte Carlo statistics. 

Thee neural net output plots for the various energies are shown in Figure 5.7. In this plot 
thee signal and qq Monte Carlo have been scaled using the measured cross sections. Event 
displayss of two selected (i.e. high neural network output) events are shown as an example in 
Figuree 5.8. 

5.55 Systematic Error  Analysis 

AA common way of evaluating systematic errors is by varying the cuts within limits thought 
too be "reasonable" and assigning any change in the obtained cross-section to the systematic 
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Figuree 5.7: Neural net output nnmt for the data collected at y/s = 161 GeV (a), y/s = 
1722 GeV (b), y/s — 183 GeV (c) and y/s = 189 GeV (d) . All cuts have been applied. The 
dotsdots denote the data, the open histogram represents the total Monte Carlo expectation and 
thethe hatched histogram represents the sum of the background Monte Carlo expectations. The 
signalsignal and qq Monte Carlo are scaled according to the cross sections derived from the fit to 
thethe measured neural net output spectrum. 
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Figuree 5.8: Event displays of two selected four-jet events at y/s = 189 GeV, as an example 
ofof two typical events. Both events have a high value of the neural network output and are 
thusthus likely to be WW events. 

error.. This approach is ill-suited for an analysis where a single cause for a possible sys-
tematicc error (like detector miscalibration or Monte Carlo imperfection) can affect several 
variabless used in the analysis. In that case, varying these variables individually does not 
leadd to a meaningful estimate of the systematic error. Also, using this method the accuracy 
withh which the systematic error can be determined is dependent on the amount of data avail-
able.. Especially in case of limited data statistics such a systematic error estimate would be 
unreliable. . 

Thee approach adopted here is to investigate possible uncertainties in the Monte Carlo 
modeling.. For each possible effect, a new Monte Carlo sample is obtained with modeling 
parameterss varied within the uncertainty. The analysis is redone using this Monte Carlo 
samplee instead of the original sample, and a possible difference in the end result is used as 
ann estimate of the systematic error due to this effect. This procedure ensures that the error is 
evaluatedd correctly even if an effect influences several analysis variables, and is independent 
off  the data statistics. Below the possible effects that have been studied are listed. The total 
systematicc error is obtained by summing up the individual error estimates in quadrature. 

5.5.11 Modeling of the Detector Response 

Systematicc errors due to possibly incorrect modeling of the detector are described here. For 
this,, the existing Monte Carlo samples have been re-reconstructed using different assump-
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tionss about the detector response, as described below. 

HCALL  Energy Calibration 

Thee distribution of the energy deposited in the HCAL is shown for data and the Monte Carlo 
expectationss in Figure 5.9a. The average energy deposit agrees between data and Monte 
Carloo up to 1.6  0.6% on the selected event sample. During the re-reconstruction of all 
Montee Carlo samples used, all HCAL energies were changed by 2% to determine a possible 
errorr on the W+W" cros-section. The result of the fit changed by 0.7%, which was taken as 
thee systematic error due to the HCAL energy scale. 

ECALL  Energy Calibration 

Thee total energy deposition in the electromagnetic calorimeters is shown in Figure 5.9b. The 
differencee between the average energy deposit in die data and the Monte Carlo expectation 
iss 0.0  0.5 %. To estimate a possible systematic error due to miscalibration of the ECAL, 
thee Monte Carlo samples were re-reconstructed after changing all BGO energies by 1% and 
SPACALL energies by 5%. The resulting change in the measured W+W" cross-section was 
foundd to be 0.3%. 

Jett  Angular  Resolution 

Too study the effect of possible mismatch between jet angular resolutions in data and Monte 
Carlo,, the measured jet directions in the Monte Carlo have been changed by 0.5° in a random 
direction.. As this is approximately equal to the angular resolution, this change is considered 
too be conservative. The systematic error assigned due to this effect is 0.1%. The jet angu-
larr resolutions have been studied on two-jet events selected from data and Monte Carlo by 
comparingg the acolinearity and acoplanarity distributions. 

Clusterr  Simulation 

Thee multiplicity distribution, as shown in Figure 5.2c, has traditionally been a difficult vari-
ablee to model in the Monte Carlo*  simulation. The multiplicity has therefore not been used as 
ann input variable for the neural network. Also, the selection cut on the total number of clus-
terss is made at an especially low value. The events just passing the cut will then be mostly 
obviouss background events that can be recognized by the neural network, thus limiting the 
sensitivityy to the multiplicity distribution. 

Thee mean of the Monte Carlo and data multiplicity distributions agree within the statis-
ticall  precision when counting the multiplicity of clusters with at least 300 MeV. For clusters 
withh more than 100 MeV, however, the difference is about four clusters. As this reflects 
imperfectt Monte Carlo simulation, the systematic error has been evaluated by shifting the 
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Figuree 5.9: Total energy deposit in the hadronic calorimeters (a) and in the electromagnetic 
calorimeterscalorimeters (b). The dots denote the data, the open histogram represents the total Monte 
CarloCarlo expectation and the hatched histogram represents the sum of the background Monte 
CarloCarlo expectations. 

Montee Carlo multiplicity distribution by a conservative amount of three clusters. After this 
thee analysis has been redone. The change in the measured cross section is found to be negli-
gible. . 

g-factors s 

Ass described in Section 4.3, the ^-factors compensate for part of the discrepancies between 
thee data and the Monte Carlo. However, there is no unique way of doing this, and some 
differencess wil l remain. To determine the influence of this the Monte Carlo and data have 
beenn reconstructed using a set of ^-factors determined in a different way, as explained in 
Sectionn 4.3 [85], instead of using the ^-factors used for the rest of this analysis. The resulting 
W + W~~ cross section differs by 1.2%. The effects of incorrect detector modeling in the 
Montee Carlo, which have already been estimated above, wil l again contribute to this shift. 
Forr this reason, only half of the shift has been assigned as a systematic error. 

5.5.22 Luminosity Determination 

Thee luminosity used in the analysis has been measured using Bhabha events, as described 
inn Section 3.2. The experimental systematic uncertainties originate from the event selection 
criteria,, 0.10% and from the limited knowledge of the detector geometry, 0.05%. The lim-
itedd Monte Carlo statistics results in an uncertainty of 0.07%, yielding a total experimental 
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systematicc uncertainty of 0.13%. In addition, a theoretical uncertainty of 0.12% is assigned, 
originatingg from the uncertainty in the calculations of the Bhabha cross section[101]. The 
totall  error on the luminosity results in 0.18%[102]. As an uncertainty on the luminosity 
translatess directly to an identical uncertainty on the measured cross section, a 0.2% system-
aticc error has been assigned. 

5.5.33 Modeling of the W +W "  Signal 

Apartt from imperfections in the modeling of the detector response, systematic errors can 
alsoo arise from an imperfect simulation of the W+W~ signal in the Monte Carlo. Below the 
mainn uncertainties from this source are described. 

WW Mass and Width 

Ideally,, one would like to measure the W+W~ cross section without making any assumptions 
aboutt the W mass and width. Unfortunately, one needs to choose values for the W mass and 
widthh in order to be able to produce the necessary W+W~ Monte Carlo events. In order to 
evaluatee the dependence of the measured cross section on these parameters, several signal 
Montee Carlo samples have been generated. For each sample a different value for the W 
masss and/or width has been used. In Figure 5.10 the cross sections measured using these 
sampless are compared to the one obtained using the standard Monte Carlo, where a W mass 
andd width of 80.5 GeV and 2.11 GeV have been used, respectively. As can be seen, there is 
noo significant dependence on either the W mass or width. Conservatively, a 0.3% systematic 
errorr has been assigned, as a smaller effect could not havee been observed due to finite Monte 
Carloo statistics. 

Four-fermionn versus CC03 Monte Carlo 

Thee KORALW Monte Carlo events used in this analysis were generated with only the CC03 
diagramss switched on, whereas actually many more diagrams contribute to the qqqq final 
statee at LEP2, as explained in Section 2.2. Some of these final states can only be generated 
byy ZZ-like (NC) diagrams; in this analysis these have been treated as background since we 
aree only interested in the CC03 WW cross section. Nevertheless, the CC03 diagrams are in 
principlee not enough to describe non-ZZ qqqq final states; in addition there is interference 
betweenn the CC and NC diagrams for those final states that can be created by both types of 
diagrams,, like udüd. Fortunately, these effects are small for events without an electron or 
positronn in the final state. In this thesis, the four-fermion effects are estimated by repeating 
thee analysis by reweighting each qqqq Monte Carlo event with a weight Wi calculated as: 

WiWi = -r-r^ , (5.10) 
^ t . C C OS S 
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Figuree 5.10: Shift in measured cross sections when Monte Carlo samples generated with 
differentdifferent values for the W mass (a) and width (b) are used in the analysis. The errors are due 
toto unite Monte Carlo statistics. When the W mass has been varied, the W width has been 
fixedfixed at the Standard Model value. For the variation of the W width, a mass of 80.5 GeV has 
beenbeen used. 

wheree Mi^f-zz is the matrix element for event i taking into account all four-fermion di-
agramss except the ZZ-production diagrams, and A4j,cco3 is the matrix element for event i 
takingg into account the CC03 diagrams only. The resulting difference in cross section of 
0.4%% is taken as a systematic error. 

ISR/FSRR Simulation in W+W "  Events 

Thee uncertainties related to the simulation of ISR and FSR in W+W" events are estimated 
withh the YFSWW3 Monte Carlo [34]. The difference in resulting W+W" —> qqqq cross 
sectionn between YFSWW3 and KORALW is +0.03  0.4%. Since the actual theoretical 
uncertaintyy on the ISR/FSR simulation is larger than simply the YFSWW3-KORALW dif-
ference,, a systematic uncertainty of 0.4% will be assigned. Removing ISR and FSR photons 
fromm the event and repeating the analysis gives consistent results. 

Fragmentation n 

Thee uncertainties on the cross section measurement due to fragmentation are estimated by 
exchangingg the standard baseline Monte Carlo using JETSET for baseline Monte Carlo's 
usingg ARIADNE or HERWIG, or by variation of the JETSET parameters around their tuned 
values.. The tuning of these programs is described in Section 3.3.1. 
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Withh ARIADNE, a change in cross section of 0.1% is observed. When HERWIG is used, 
thee change is 3.1%. As described in Section 3.3.1, however, HERWIG does a significantly 
worsee job in describing the Z data, even after tuning. 

Ass an alternative too comparing different models, within the JETSET model the tuned pa-
rameterss ALLA , 6 and crq were varied within their errors resulting from their tuning [46]. This 
wass done for all three parameters with a fast detector simulation [103], and for A, which gave 
thee largest effect, with full Monte Carlo simulation as well. The three JETSET parameters 
weree varied by 2 and 3 standard deviations; one standard deviation equals 34 MeV for A, 
344 MeV for aq, and 0.12 GeV-2 for b. Changes in cross section of 0.17%, 0.04% and 0.16% 
respectivelyy were observed for each one standard deviation change of JETSET parameter. 
Thee parameter A was also varied in a full simulation Monte Carlo sample, resulting in a 
0.4%% change in cross section per standard deviation change of A. 

Thee results above indicate fairly small effects, with the exception of HERWIG. Taking 
intoo account HERWIG's deficiencies (see Section 3.3.1) we do not quote the full effects 
observedd with this generator as a systematic uncertainty. Instead, we assign a systematic 
errorr on the W+W~-*qqqq cross section due to fragmentation uncertainties of 0.1 pb, which 
translatess to 1.3%. This is significantly larger than the variations seen with ARIADNE or 
JETSET;; and covers 40% of the variation seen with HERWIG. 

Bose-Einsteinn Correlations 

Correlationss between identical bosons, so called Bose-Einstein correlations, affect the frag-
mentationn of the W+W~ decay products. As has been described in section 2.5.3, several 
wayss have been suggested to incorporate these correlations in the fragmentation model. Un-
fortunatelyy it is up to now not possible to determine, using the data, whether any of these 
modelss describes the final state topology with satisfactory precision. For the standard Monte 
Carloo events, the LUBOEI variants BE32 and BEo as implemented in the PYTHIA 6.1 pack-
agee have been used [104]. In this routine, particles (to be more precise: bosons in the final 
state,, such as pions) are reshuffled such as to reproduce phenomenologically the two-particle 
enhancementt at low Q for like-sign particles. Both models have two free parameters corre-
spondingg to the correlation strength and the source radius; these parameters have been tuned 
byy L3 to be: PARJ(92) = 1.5 and PARJ(93) = 0.33 GeV for BEo, and PARJ(92) = 1.68 
andd PARJ(93) = 0.38 GeV for BE32 [81]. 

Inn the Monte Carlo used for the quoted result, only correlations between final state bosons 
originatingg from the same W have been allowed. Alternatively, one can use the same model 
butt allow correlations between all bosons, regardless of their original W parent. In this case, 
thee measured cross section changes by -0.25%, both for BE32 and BEo-

Too study an extreme situation, one can also use JETSET without taking into account any 
BEE correlations at all. In this case, the fragmentation model has been changed significantly, 
andd JETSET parameters have been retuned [80]. With this model, a change of +0.15% in the 
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crosss section is observed. 
Bose-Einsteinn correlations in WW events have been studied by L3 in a dedicated study 

withh data taken at y/s = 189 GeV [49], as well as at higher energies [105, 50]. The conclu-
sionss from these studies are that correlations are observed within the same W with a strength 
compatiblee with those observed in light-quark Z decays, but that correlations between dif-
ferentt W's are not observed in the data, and that their implementation in BE32 and BEo is 
excluded,, by more than 4 standard deviations. In fact, similar studies of all four experiments 
aree now consistent and observe no signs of correlations between different W's [105]. 

Att first look, the absence of inter-W Bose-Einstein correlations seems surprising. How-
ever,, models of Bose-Einstein correlations have been constructed in the framework of the 
Lundd model [51, 52]. In these models, Bose-Einstein correlations follow as a coherent ef-
fectt related to the symmetrization of particle production from the Lund string. In fact these 
modelss reproduce Bose-Einstein correlations results measured in LEP1 data, but intrinsi-
callyy predict no Bose-Einstein correlations between different W's, as these decay into dif-
ferentt strings, unless color reconnection takes place. In addition there could be incoherent 
Bose-Einsteinn correlations, corresponding to the original Hanbury-Brown-Twiss (HBT) ef-
fectt [106], but these typically have large length scales, corresponding to small R, and thus 
onlyy small effects on inter-W correlations at LEP2. Further theoretical discussion can be 
foundd in Reference [50]. Other models of Bose-Einstein correlations, based on global event 
reweightingg techniques, all predict that inter-W correlations give only very small observable 
effects,, in agreement with our data [53, 54]. 

Givenn the results of the experimental studies of BEC in WW events, a systematic error 
off  0.1% is assigned on the W+W~—>qqqq cross section due to Bose-Einstein correlations. 

Colorr  Reconnection 

Ass has been described in Section 2.5.4, it is unclear how a possible color rearrangement 
duringg the fragmentation of the four-quark system should be described. In the Monte Carlo 
usedd to obtain the cross section it is assumed that no such color reconnections takes place. 
Too investigate the dependence of the analysis on this assumption, several models with dif-
ferentt treatment of color reconnection have been studied, and Monte Carlo events have been 
generatedd for each model. In Table 5.3, the changes in the measured cross section is shown. 
AA longer description of each model can be found in Section 2.5.4, Due to an error in the 
colorr reconnection model of HERWIG 5.9, this model is not used. Where it has been used, 
effectss were consistent with zero. 

Thee W+W~—>qqqq data has also been used to directly search for effects of color recon-
nectionn [60]. The most sensitive way to study color reconnection has been found to compare 
thee energy and particle flow between jets from the same W, and between jets from differ-
entt W's. These studies show a good sensitivity to the predictions of the SK I model, and 
thee W+W~—>qqqq data excludes very large reconnection probability but is not inconsistent 
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Model l 
PYTHIAA SK I 

PYTHIAA SK II 

PYTHIAA SK II ' 

ARIADNEE 1 
ARIADNEE 2 

Crosss section shift (%) 

0.2 2 

0.3 3 
0.4 4 

-0.16 6 

0.09 9 

Tablee 5.3: Shift in measured cross section when using Monte Carlo samples generated us-
inging different assumptions regarding color reconnection. All models are briefly described in 
SectionSection 2.5.4. 

withh the 30% of reconnected events predicted by the authors of the SK models, nor with zero. 
Similarr conclusions are reached when studying the charged particle multiplicity in qqqq and 
qq&// events. 

Thee largest of the observed shifts, 0.4%, is assigned as a systematic error on the W+W~—> 
qqqqq cross section due to color reconnection uncertainties. 

5.5.44 Modeling of the Backgrounds 

Inn this section the systematic errors arising from a possible misdescription of the back-
groundss are discussed. 

Four-jett  Description in qq 

Forr the dominating background, e+e~—> qq, the total cross section known from the Standard 
Modell  has not been used in the determination of the signal cross section. Instead, the back-
groundd cross section has been fitted to the neural network output distribution. This is done as 
thee measured number of multi-jet events in the qq data is not described satisfactorily by the 
Montee Carlo model [46]. Although the vulnerability to this problem is diminished by leaving 
thee cross section of preselected e+e~—> qq events free, it is still quite possible for the shape 
off  the neural net output spectrum to be influenced. In order to investigate this, a relatively 
highh statistics data sample at y/s = raz has been studied. As a function of 1/34, the ratio of 
measuredd and expected events has been determined. For events with a high value for t/34, 
indicatingg a multi-jet topology, an excess in the data is found. Assuming this effect is similar 
att higher energy, the background Monte Carlo has been reweighted using the ratio described 
above.. As events with a higher 3/34 typically have a higher neural net output, the output shape 
obtainedd via reweighting has a larger number of events in the signal region. The ratio of the 
twoo spectra is shown in Figure 5.11. As expected, the ratio increases with increasing neural 
nett output. Using the reweighted distribution yields a shift of -1.6% on the cross section. 
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nn n 

Figuree 5.11: The ratio of the reweighted neural net output spectrum and the one used to 
obtainobtain the central cross section value. The normalization is such that the average weight of a 
qqq Monte Carlo event is one. 

Thiss shift has been applied to the result, half of the shift is assigned as systematic error due 
too uncertainties in the QCD four-jet simulation. 

ISRR Simulation in qq 

Thee Monte Carlo generator used for the production of the qq background is PYTHIA [41]. 
Thiss multi-purpose generator does not describe the hard part of the initial state spectrum up to 
thee desired precision, as it generates too many photons with high transverse momentum. This 
cann be seen in Figure 5.12, where the energy of the most energetic bump has been shown. 
Thee events selected for this plot are required to pass all cuts described in Section 5.2 except 
thee ones designed specifically to reject high energy photons measured in the detector. The 
peakk of detected high energy photons is clearly visible, in both data and Monte Carlo. The 
Montee Carlo predictions are overestimating the data by approximately 20%. It is expected 
thatt this is not a serious problem, as those events are easy to reject. This hypothesis has 
beenn checked by reweighting all qq Monte Carlo such that events with an ISR photon with 
ann angle to both initial leptons of at least ten degrees and more than ten GeV of energy get 
aa 20% lower weight. In this case, the fitted W+W~ cross section changes by 0.2%. This 
shiftt has been applied to the result, half of the shift is assigned as systematic error due to 
uncertaintiess in the ISR simulation of the background. 
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Figuree 5.12: Maximum energy deposition in the BGO part of the ECAL. Cuts have been 
appliedapplied to select high energy, balanced, high multiplicity events but no effort has been made 
toto reject events where a high energy photon has been detected. 

ZZZ Background Scale 

Inn the cross section determination, the background from ZZ events is taken into account by 
fixingfixing the expected number of events from this source to the Standard Model expectation 
value,, which can be can be calculated with a 2% precision, and has been measured with 
aboutt 20% precision [107, 108]. To obtain a systematic error estimate, the ZZ background 
estimatee has been varied by the theoretical precision, giving a 0.1 % uncertainty. 

WWW Non-four-quark Background Scale 

Forr the background from W+W~ events decaying to other final states than qqqq, the Stan-
dardd Model cross section for these processes have been used in the fit. In this case the 
crosss sections have been varied by , giving a 0.2% error on the measured signal cross 
section.. As such a large variation of the background cross section results in a change in 
thee measured signal cross section that is small compared to the other systematic errors and 
thee statistical error, it is in the remainder of this analysis assumed that the cross section for 
e+e^—•• W+W~ —> qqqq decaying to four jets is measured independent of the cross sections 
forr other W+W~ decay chains. 
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Erro rr  source 

HCALL Energy Scale 

ECALL Energy Scale 

Jett Angular Resolution 

Clusterr Simulation 

^-Factors s 

Luminosityy Measurement 

Fragmentation n 

WMass/Widthh Dependence 

Misdescriptionn of ISR/FSR in Signal 

4-Fermionn vs CC03 Effects 

Colorr Reconnection 

Bose-Einsteinn Correlations 

j/344 Reweighting of qq Monte Carlo 

Misdescriptionn of ISR in qq Monte Carlo 

ZZZ Cross Section 

W+W~~ Background Cross Section 

Total l 

Systematicc error  (%) 

0.7 7 

0.3 3 

0.1 1 

0.1 1 

0.6 6 

0.2 2 

1.3 3 

0.3 3 

0.4 4 

0.4 4 

0.4 4 

0.1 1 

0.8 8 

0.1 1 

0.1 1 

0.2 2 

2.0 0 

Tablee 5.4: Summary of the contributions to the systematic error on the cross section mea-
surementsurement aty/s = 189 GeV. 

5.5.55 Systematic Erro r  Summary 

Thee systematic error estimates from all sources considered have been summarized in Ta-
blee 5.4, and add up to a total systematic error of 2.0%. The measured cross section for 
thee process e+e~-> W+W~ -» qqqq at y/s = 189 GeV then becomes 7.40  0.26 (stat)
0.15(syst)pb. . 

Thee results of the W+W~—>qqqq cross section measurements between y/s — 161 and 
yfsyfs = 189 GeV, as presented in this thesis, are plotted graphically in Figure 5.13. Systematic 
errorss on the W+W~—•qqqq cross section at 161, 172 and 183 GeV were estimated in the 
samee way as for the 189 GeV sample. Due to the fact mat these samples are smaller, many 
systematicc errors can be determined with less precision, and are conservatively assigned 
largerr values: 5% at 161 GeV, 3.1% at 172 GeV, and 2.8% at 183 GeV. Figure 5.13 also 
showss the Standard Model prediction, the theoretical expectation if the WWZ vertex would 
nott exist, and the theoretical prediction if only the neutrino exchange diagram existed. These 
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latterr two predictions disagree with the data, whereas the Standard Model prediction agrees 
welll  with the data. 

5.66 W Mass from WW Cross Section 

Aroundd threshold, y/s « 2mw, the WW production cross section is sensitive to the W 
mass.. Therefore, the measured WW production cross section can be transformed into a 
measurementt of the W mass. In 1996, L3 has taken data corresponding to an integrated 
luminosityy of 11 pb- 1 at a center-of-mass energy y/s = 161.34  0.06 GeV. In this section, 
thee W mass will be derived from the WW production cross section measured in that data 
sample. . 

Thee GENTLE [109] program has been used to calculate the dependence of the CC03 
WWW production cross section on the W mass at this value of y/s. The cross section for WW 
—»» qqqq is derived from this calculation by multiplication with the Standard Model branch-
ingg fraction Br(WW —• qqqq) = 45.6 %. The result is graphically shown in Figure 5.14. 
Thee uncertainty of this calculation is estimated to be 2% [40]. 

Ass shown in Table 5.2, the CC03 cross section for WW —• qqqq at y/s = 161 GeV 
wass measured to be 0\vw—qqqq = O-ÖSlc^ pb. F° r this sample, the systematic error on the 
measuredd cross section was estimated to be 5%, evaluated as explained earlier in this chapter, 
andd dominated by the uncertainty in the description of the Monte Carlo of the neural network 
inputt parameters. Using the GENTLE calculation and the measured cross section for WW 
—»•• qqqq, the W boson mass is measured to be: 

m ww = 81.33+J;g  0.03 GeV (5.11) 

wheree the first error includes statistical and systematic errors from the cross section mea
surementt as well as the uncertainty on the GENTLE calculation, and the second error arises 
fromm the uncertainty on the LEP beam energy. 

Att y/s = 161 GeV, the WW production cross section was also measured in the other 
decayy modes qq^f and tvlv {I  = e, /z, r) . Combining all these measurements, the total WW 
productionn cross section was measured to be aww = 2.89t{};^ PD> combining statistical and 
systematicc errors. From this measurement, and the GENTLE calculation for the dependence 
off the total cross section on mw, the W mass is derived to be 

m ww = 8 0 . 8 0 ^  0.03 GeV (5.12) 

Att center-of-mass energies well above threshold, the dependence of the WW production 
crosss section on the W mass is significantly reduced. This is shown graphically in Fig
uree 5.15. As can be seen from the Figure, it is not useful to derive a W mass from the WW 
crosss sections at these higher center-of-mass energies. Instead, in the next chapter the W 
masss will be derived directly from kinematical information in selected WW events. 
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Figuree 5.13: Results of the W+W~—>qqqq cross section measurements as presented in this 
thesis,thesis, for y/s = 161,172,183 and 189 GeV. Errors shown include statistical and systematic 
errors.errors. Also shown are the Standard Model prediction, the theoretical expectation if the 
WWZWWZ vertex would not exist, and the theoretical prediction if only the neutrino exchange 
diagramdiagram existed. 
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5.6.. W Mass from WW Cross Section 
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Figuree 5.14: Dependence of the CC03 cross section for WW -» qqqq on the W mass (mw) 
atat y/s = 161.34 GeV, as calculated with GENTLE. Our measurement of this cross section, 
includingincluding its combined statistical and systematic error, is shown as a band. The error of 
0.033 GeV on mw is due to uncertainties in the LEP beam energy. 
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Figuree 5.15: Dependence of the total CC03 cross section for WW production on the W boson 
massmass at various values of y/s. On the left side, an indication is given for the experimental 
accuracyaccuracy reached at each y/s, with the centers of the error bars at arbitrary position. 
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